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LUMEDX Deploys New Cardiovascular Data
Management Solution at Holyoke Medical Center
Massachusetts hospital goes live with PACS with Echo Workflow software
December 15, 2016 06:30 AM Eastern Standard Time
OAKLAND, Calif.—(BUSINESS WIRE)—LUMEDX Corporation, the market leader in fully
integrated cardiovascular data intelligence and imaging solutions, announced today that Holyoke
Medical Center has gone live with the first phase of a LUMEDX cardiovascular information system
(CVIS) deployment.
LUMEDX’s PACS with Echo workflow management software, now implemented at Holyoke,
will help the medical center become more efficient, improve clinical outcomes and streamline
its cardiovascular service line. After all phases of the deployment are completed, the secure,
cloud-delivered software-as-a-service (SaaS) solution will provide the medical center—located in
Holyoke, Massachusetts—with comprehensive management of its Echo, Nuclear, ECG, Holter
and Stress workflows, and will offer remote access for physicians, allowing them to access data
and complete reports from any location.
The solution will also streamline workflow efficiencies by automating what are now mostly manual
processes, including interfacing discrete Stress data with Echo and Nuclear data into a single
patient report.
“We’re excited about the deployment at Holyoke Medical Center, which showcases how our
flexible pricing solutions can meet the needs of community hospitals—an area in which we
previously were not price competitive,” said Mickey Norris, Vice President of National Sales at
LUMEDX. “We also believe that our solutions can help community hospitals make changes that
result in cost savings while simultaneously improving patient care; this is something we have been
successful at for years with larger cardiovascular centers.”
LUMEDX software applications to be deployed at Holyoke include:
 Physician structured reporting for Echo and Nuclear workflows
 CardioPACS image management
 Analytics reports
 ECG Management including Stress and Holter
“We are a growing community hospital and have recently added new service lines to provide
the best care to our community,” said Marcel Moniz, Director of Ancillary Services for Holyoke
Medical Center. “We like the flexibility and the scalability of a vendor-neutral system that LUMEDX
provides as we continue to grow and make our services accessible throughout our expanding
community.”
About LUMEDX Corporation: LUMEDX is the market leader in cardiovascular data intelligence
and a pioneer in cloud-powered healthcare solutions. Our comprehensive suite of software and
services enables meaningful analytics, high-performance workflows, optimal integration of clinical
and HIS data, and improved continuity of care. We develop all our solutions with the firm belief
that the delivery and management of healthcare is best served by a community of providers
linked-and empowered-by technology.
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